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HE purpose of this report is to outline recent progress in the field of photographic interpretation, to indicate major unsolved problems in this field,
and to suggest avenues of approach toward the solution of some of these problems.
Normally the report of a Commission to the International Society of Photogrammetry embraces only the four-year period since the last previous quadrennial meeting of the Society. However, Commission VII was established less
than a year ago and therefore is reporting for the first time. Accordingly, portions
of this report relate to significant developments in photographic interpretation
prior to the year 1948.
Photographic interpretation is the act of examining the photographic images
of objects for the purpose of identifying those objects and deducing their
significance. In the course of the past hundred years, professional photographic
interpretation has developed from the germ of an idea, through the stages of
experimentation and development, to the point where, today, its methods are
precise, its results reliable and its value widely recognized in both civil and military circles. Photographic interpretation currently is proving to be unexcelled
as an information-gathering process in an extremely wide variety of fields ranging
from geography to archaeology, from astronomy to microscopy, from criminology to mineralogy and from warfare to recreation. Several significant developments since the last World Congress bear witness to the newly-acquired stature
of photo-interpretation. For example, within the American Society of Photogrammetry this is evidenced by the recent formation of a special committee
on Photo-Interpretation, by the increased emphasis on photo-interpretation
both in PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEERING and at the Annual Meetings of the
Society, and by the greatly increased rate at which photo-interpreters are joining the Society. Perhaps the best evidence that this is truly an internatio,nal
trend is provided by the formation, within the International Society of Photogrammetry, of this new Commission on Photo-Interpretation which already
claims active participants from at least 10 countries.
In view of the current enthusiasm for photographic interpretation, it seems
highly appropriate for photo-interpreters to pause at the approximate centennial of the birth of their prof ssion and, in the presence of a World Congress of
their colleagues, to take note of the progress which they thus far have made, to
survey their present capabilities and limitations, and to recommend fruitful lines
for further research.
In order that this report may be presented in an orderly fashion, the first
portion of it consists 'of a general survey of the subject under three major headings: (1) Photographic Reconnaissance Equipment, Materials and Techniques;
(2) Photographic Interpretation Equipment, Materials and Techniques; and (3)
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Desirable Characteristics of the Photographic Interpreter. In the pages following
this general survey the chairman of each of the three sub-phases of Commission
VII will report upon the progress and problems in his particular field.
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECONNAISSANCE EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS, AND
TECHNIQUES

The interpreter has a vital interest in the continued improvement of photographic reconnaissance equipment, materials and techniques, since such improvements provide him with clearer photographic images on which to base his
interpretations. The nature of standard photographic reconnaissance equipment, materials and techniques currently in use is so well known to p1embeFs of
the International Society of Photogrammetry that no useful purpose would be
served here by describing each item in detail. Rather the emphasis in this
section of the report will be placed upon recent developments in this field which
are less generally known and in which photo-interpreters are most particularly
interested.
'
A. CAMERAS:

From the standpoint of the photo-interpreter one of the most significant
features embodied in certain recently-developed aerial cameras is that of image
motion compensation. This feature helps make it possible to obtain greater
photographic detail than that obtainable by conventional methods, particularly
from missions requiring very low-altitude, high-speed reconnaissance of the
area to be interpreted. One of the major difficulties encountered when trying to
obtain such photography with conventional aerial cameras is that the distance
which an image moves across the photographic film during the period of exposure
results in image blur, even when a relatively high shutter speed is employed.
In cameras equipped to provide image motion compensation, the film moves during the period of exposure at a velocity commensurate with that of the image
itself. This serves to tie the image to a given portion of film during the exposure
period, thereby eliminating image motion as a cause of blur (See Figure 1).
Recent tests indicate that it will be feasible to use photographic films of relatively
slow speed and fine grain in cameras which employ this principle, thereby improving still further the image resolution obtainable.
Two radically different types of cameras employing image motion compensation (IMC) are the continuous strip camera developed during World War II
and certain more recently developed individual frame type cameras of which the
70 millimeter camera is perhaps the best known example. From the photogrammetric standpoint, one advantage of the individual frame IMC camera over the
continuous strip type is that in the former it is possible to pinpoint the photograph nadir, iso-center and principal point. Accordingly, image displacements
due to relief, tilt, or variations in flight altitude can be more readily assessed on
photography flown with the individual frame camera than on strip camera
photography and can be rectified on a frame-by-frame basis. As a corollary of
this condition, the compensation for image IlJotion need not be nearly so precise in the individual frame camera as in the continuous strip camera (McNeil,
1951). For those types of interpretation requiring accurate measurements, the
individual. frame type of camera may be decidedly preferable for the above
reasons.
A second important feature embodied in certain recently-developed aerial
cameras is that of rapid recycling. This feature, like" that of image motion compensation, is of great importance in photographic missions requiring very lowaltitude, high-speed reconnaissance. Under such conditions, the small area of
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FIG. 1. Stereogram illustrating the excellent image quality obtainable from low altitude,
continuous strip photography when using a camera that employs the principle of image motion
compensation. (Courtesy Chicago Aerial Survey Co.)

FIG. 2. This photograph i1lustrates the image quality obtainable from an altitude of nearly 9
mjles when using a camera of very long focal length. (Courtesy, U. S. Air Force.)
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ground photographed on each exposure, combined with the need for 60% overlap between successive exposures, imposes the requirement for a much more rapid
recycling than can be achieved with conventional aerial cameras. One recentlydeveloped aerial camera, having been designed especially for low-altitude, highspeed reconnaissance, has a maximum recycling speed of ten frames per second,
which is approximately 30 times at fast as that of conventional cameras currently being used for civil purposes. While continuous stereo strip cameras also
provide a solution to this problem, they do not provide the photo-interpreter
with single point image perspective on a frame-by-frame basis: The consequent
limitations imposed by this condition have already been mentioned.
Obviously, not all of the interpreter's photographic requirements are satisfied by large scale photography flown at very IQw altitudes. For example, he
may have other requirements for large scale photograr>hy flown at very high
altit\.ides. Requirements of this type can be met only through the development
of aerial cameras having very long focal lengths. The requirements for cameras
having extremely long focal lengths (perhaps of 400 inches or more) were mentioned at the 1952 annual meeting of the American Society of Photogrammetry.
The combination of photographic characteristics afforded by cameras of
long focal-length (namely large-scale, high-resolution, large format size, relatively
large ground area covered per exposure, and slight relief displacement) is of
great interest to the interpreter who makes extensive use of photo mosaics in
areas of high relief. In such areas, mosaics constructed from conventional
photography by means of ratioed and rectified prints still leave much to be
desired by the interpreter who, when working in the field, would like to measure
areas, distances, and directions to a high order of accuracy directly on the moSalC.

Because of the slight relief displacement exhibited by long focal-length
(narrow angle) photography, there is very little apparent "lean" of trees or
other tall objects radially outward from the photograph nadir. In this respect,
such photography is decidedly superior to low altitude photography (Rogers,
1952). As only a minimum of ground detail is obscured on long focal-length
photography, the interpretation and delineation of such planimetric and topographic features as roads, trails and contours is greatly facilitated. Figure 2
provides an example of the clarity of details obtainable from photography
flown at a relatively high altitude (45,000 feet) with a camera of long focal
length. Although much detail has been lost in the process of photolithographic
reproduction, some of the interpreters who examined the original photography
claimed they could see individual golf balls on the green. However, theoretical
calculations indicate that from this distance of nearly nine miles, no object smaller than a tennis ball would be discernible on the photography. Even this,
however, is eloquent testimony of some of the recent amazing progress in photo
reconnaissance as a result of which the photographic interpreter is being provided with better and better images for interpretation purposes.
B. PHOTOGRAPHIC FILMS AND FILTERS: .

Several experimental aerial photographic tests have been conducted recently for the purpose of determining the most suitable film-filter combination for a given type of photo-interpretation (Spurr 1949; Jensen & Colwell
1949; Savage 1950; Schulte 1951). Also several classified projects have been
undertaken in this field by various military organizations.
Probably the two most commonly used film-filter combinations are infra-red
minus-blue and panchromatic minus-blue. Photo-interpreters have found that
infra-red minus-blue photography usually is superior to panchromatic minus-
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blue for the separation of hardwood trees from conifers, the delineation of water
courses; the detection of swampy areas and the mapping of shorelines and other
features on distant obli<!,ue photographs. On the other hand, panchromatic
minus-blue photography usually is superior to infra-red minus-blue for distinguishing details in shadows, measuring heights of objects, and delineating roads,
trails and contours in forested areas. Still other film-filter combinations may be
superior for distinguishing certain soil types, for recognizing underwater features, for the detection of insect or disease infestations of crops, etc.
It is obvious from the preceding that no single film-filter combination is
superior to all others for making a complete interpretation of the many features
imaged on a photograph. For example, if the interpreter were given three different types of black-and-white photography, such as panchromatic minusblue, panchromatic green, and panchromatic red, he usually could make a much
more complete and reliable interpretation than if limited to a single film-filter
combination, as he ordinarily is, because of economic considerations. This has
led to tests by Colwell (1950), O'Neill (1952) and others in which color photography has been used in an attempt to record the entire visible spectrum of each
object. The single set of color transparencies is then viewed stereoscopically
over a light table, first with a minus-blue filter; then with a green filter; then
with a red filter; and, if desired, with any other filters, each of which is optimum
for the interpretation of certain features. The filter offering best tone differentiation for any given feature can, in many cases, be predicted from diagrams showing the reflectance spectra of the various features imaged on the photographs.
(revIsed MANUAL OF PHOTOGRAMMETRy-Chapter 12). These reflectance spectra
are ob'tainable by laboratory spectrophotometer analyses of samples which
are representative of the various objects to be interpreted.
Results of tests on the interpretation of color photography through a variety
of filters, while very promising, have thus far been conducted on too limited a
scale to permit final evaluation of color photography for interpretation purposes.
Certainly, before undue enthusiasm is generated for the use of color photography
by interpreters, careful consideration should be given to such factors as (1) the
alteration in color produced by intervening atmosphere; (2) the peculiar type of
color blindness exhibited by the eye when viewing very small, colored objects
(Middleton, 1950); (3) the increased cost of film and of processing when color
photography is used instead of black-and-white; (4) the increased risk to the
success of a photographic mission imposed by the fact that color film has a
relatively narrow latitude of acceptable exposure; and (5) the limitations to field
use of color transparencies imposed by the usual requirement that they be
placed over a large light table for viewing and examined through a mirror stereoscope.
As a working compromise on any given photographic project, the added information derivable from color photography might be weighed against the
added cost of procuring it, with the result that sample coverage might be obtained in color only at selected spots throughout the area. Interpretation of this
photography and comparison with black-and-white photography of the same
area might then permit extension of the added information to the remaining
areas of the project for which only black-and-white photography is available.
C. PHOTOGRAPHIC FLASH UNITS:
Because of the difficulty experienced in attempting to interpret features in
the shaded portions of a photograph, some interpreters recently have expressed
interest in the possible use of photographic flash units for low-altitude daylight
photo-recbnnaissance. One type of photographic flash unit which was used in
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World War II for obtaining night photography consists of a condenser and two
large light bulbs, with reflectors, mounted in the photographic aircraft and
electrically connected with its power plant. The large amount of electrical
energy stored up within this unit during the period between successive exposures
is suddenly discharged through the light bulbs at the moment the camera shutter clicks, thereby illuminating the ground during the instant of photography.
The question which some interpreters have asked is: "Might not this type of
equipment be of potential value, not merely for taking photographs at night,
but for increasing the amount of light reflected from shaded areas in daytime
photography?" If so, photo-interpretation of such areas would be greatly facilitated because of the added photographic detail discernible therein. For example,
lack of detail in the shadows on conventional photography often makes it
difficult for the photo-interpreter to delineate roads, trails and other planimetric
features which may be discernible only intermittently as they wind beneath
a canopy of trees; determinat'ion of types of soil or of understory vegetation in
such areas is rendered difficult for the same reason. Lack of detail in shaded areas
also renders topographic mapping of forest land by photogrammetric means very
difficult in that the photogrammetrist may be unable to keep the floating dot of
his stereoscopic plotting machine in apparent contact with the earth's surface
as seen on, the model. Finally, lack of detail in shaded areas makes it difficult
to see the ground at, or near, the base of a tree, building or other tall object. This
impairs the photo-interpreter's ability to estimate heights, since all known methods require an ability to see the ground at or near the base of the object.
Because of the fact that light intensity diminishes as the square of the distance from the light source, even the most powerful airborne photo flash units
developed to date would be ineffective on a normally bright photographic day
at altitudes greater than a few hundred feet. Even so, such photography might
find widespread use judging from the enth,usiasm recently expressed by various
photo-interpreters for low altitude strip-sampling. Furthermore, photography
taken at low sun angles or beaneath a dense overcast might show the effects of
photo flash equipment from appreciably higher altitudes.
D. OTHER AERIAL PHOTO RECONNAISSANCE EQUIPMENT:

Several items of equipment currently being developed primarily with photogrammetric considerations in mind are of great interest to photo-interpreters as
well. Two such items are shoran and gyrostabilized camera mounts, the combination of which may not only assure the photo-interpreter of obtaining more uniform geometry in the stereo models and more uniform side lap between adjacen t
flight lines, but may greatly facilitate his plotting of significant objects in their
true plan positions once he has interpreted them. Other items of equipment of
perhaps even greater significance cannot be mentioned here due to security
limitations.
E. NON-AERIAL, PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

If we turn our consideration to non-aerial types of photographic equipment
and materials, there are many other significant developments in recent years
worthy of mention. These include: (1) underwater cameras, usable in depths of
several thousand feet (Owen, 1951; U. S. Navy, 1951); (2) astronomic telescopes
and cameras capable of photographing heavenly bodies at distances three times
greater than was heretofore possible (Heyden, 1950); (3) electron photomicrographic equipment capable of magnifying objects 200,000 times and of rendering
visible, for the first time, individual molecules only five atoms in diameter (Wyck-
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off, 1951); (4) radioautographic equipment by means of which invisible radiations
can be made manifest on photographic plates (Gorbman, 1948); and (5) ultrahigh speed motion picture equipment by means of which extremely rapid motion
can be stopped through the taking of photographs at rates in excess of twenty
million frames per second. For further information relative to each of the above,
the interested reader is referred to "Progress in Photography" (Spencer et at.,
1950) and to Chapter 12 of the forthcoming, revised "MANUAL OF PHOTOGRAMMETRY."
F. SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES:
The following brief list is not intended as a complete exposition of various
techniques that might be employed to provide the interpreter with a better photographic image. However, it is indicative of the fact that we have by no means
exhausted all possibilities in this regard and that some of our fixed concepts are
worthy of reexamination.
(1) In the Pacific Northwest it has been found that photography flown
beneath a high overcast is superior to that flown on a bright sunny day, both for
multiplex mapping and for many types of photographic interpretation. The principal advantage of such photography seems to be that it provides much better
detail in shaded areas. Shadows are especially pronounced in the Pacific Northwest because of the steepness of the terrain, the great height and density of the
vegetation, and the relatively high latitude. Although a longer exposure obviously is required in order to obtain such photography, image blur caused by
this requirement was found to be negligible for photography flown at a scale
of 1/20,000.
(2) It has long been known that the combination of overexposure and underdevelopment of photographic film provides less contrast than normal exposure
and development. This technique is of such importance in permitting better discernment of photographic detail in shaded areas, that it has been specified as the
technique to be used on several recent photographic missions flown for various
civil purposes.
(3) When photography is flown at very low altitudes, and/or at times when
there is a minimum of atmospheric haze, a better aerial photographic image may
be obtained if no filter whatever is used at the time of photography. This, again,
is largely a matter of obtaining better detail in shaded areas, which obviously are
illuminated primarily by the blue light of the sky. Such areas show very little detail when photographed through conventional filters, virtually all of which cut
out the blue end of the spectrum in order to provide better haze penetration.
(4) Some parts of the Earth's surface are characterized by a patchy appearance in which relatively large areas of snow, sand or other high light-reflectance
material alternate with large areas of dense timber, water or very low-reflectance
material. For example, much of the northern hemisphere between latitudes of
45° and 65° contains large patches of dense spruce or other dark-toned coniferous
forest, alternating with large snow-fields or bare granitic rock areas which appear
very light in tone on photographs. Experiments conducted in British Columbia
have indicated that, when taking aerial photography of such areas, it is both
feasible and highly desirable to give less exposure to those frames covering areas
which are predominantly light in tone, and more exposure to those frames
covering areas which are predominantly dark in tone. By thus giving each area
encountered on the photographic run a more nearly optimum exposure, photographic detail is generally improved throughout the run.
(5) The optimum focal setting for a camera lens varies with the size of the
photographic image. This is shown in an article by Macdonald (1951) who
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plotted image contrast as a function of focal setti~g with detail size as a parameter. Macdonald found that, as detail size increases, there is a shift to the
right of the focal setting which gives optimum tone contrast. For most types of
photo-interpretation, we are as interested in one detail size as we are in another,
so that it is difficult to exploit this discovery. In certain special types of interpretation, however, we may be primarily interested in objects of relatively uniform size, in which case proper adjustment of the camera's focal setting might
yield superior photography for interpretation purposes. The following are representative examples of these special types as applied to vertical aerial photographic interpretation: (1) The making of traffic surveys in which automobiles of
relatively uniform size are to be detected and enumerated; (2) the making of
personnel counts at a public gathering, or of troops on a battlefield; (3) the making of a fish or wildlife census from photography on which the particular population to be detected and enumerated usually is remarkably uniform in size; (4)
. the making of log counts in a sawmill pond or tree counts and related measure7
merits in an even-aged stand of timber.
The possible improvement in photographic image quality resulting from employment of anyone of the foregoing special techniques, admittedly may be
rather slight. But in some cases a relatively slight improvement may result in
much more useful photography, as evidenced by the excellent work of Blackwell (1946) and Macdonald (1951, 1952). For example, the work of these investigators, relative to the visual contrast threshold of the human eye, shows
clearly that a relatively small increase in tone contrast (e.g., through proper
choice of film and filter, or through improved processing methods, or through
employment of some of the other techniques mentioned above) many greatly
increase the probability of detection.
The cumulative effect that might be achieved from the simultaneous employment of several of the special techniques described in this section might be
very appreciable indeed. This matter would seem to constitute a very fruitful
field for further research.
PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS AND METHODS

Of the many links which constitute the photo-reconnaissance, photo-interpretation chain, the weakest ones are believed by many to fall under this second
broad heading. Certain recently developed types of photogrammetric equipment such as the Kelsh plotter, the Kail plotter, the McNeil Oblique Plotter, the
Stereosimplex, Twinplex and the Wild A-6 plotter may faciliate photo-interpretation either directly or indirectly, but much can yet be done in the perfection
of equipment, materials and methods
primarily for use by the photo-interI preter.
A. STEREOSCOPES ·FOR FIELD USE:

At least two types of lens stereoscopes have been developed in recent
years which are well suited to field
use. The first of these is exemplified
by the Ryker stereoscope, illustrated
~ in Figure 3 and the second by the
FIG. 3. An example of a lens type of stereo- U.S.G.S. type. Both types provide a
scope well suited to field use. (Courtesy of Harri- firm but portable base upon which
son C. Ryker, Inc.)
the stereo pair of photos can be
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properly positioned for stereoscopic study. They also provide a secure attachment of the lenses to the board. Accordingly, the interpreter "in the field can examine the photos stereoscopically while in a standing position much more easily
than with the various types of pocket stereoscopes.
B. STEREOSCOPES FOR OFFICE USE:

Virtually all "arm-chair" photo-interpretation is still performed by examining paper prints with either a mirror-type or lens pocket-type of stereoscope.
The fact that no improved model has been widely accepted probably is explained by the fact that the information obtainable through use of existing
equipment generally has proved to be adequate for meeting certain minimum
requirements. However, this does not preclude the possibility that much additional information of value might be interpreted by viewing the photographs
through an improved type of stereoscope. Such a stereoscope might be equipped
to provide superior illumination of the photographic image and to offer a wide
range of magnifications by means of a compound lens system.
For certain types of photo-interpretation there is urgent need at present for
development of a stereoscope embodying several, if not all of the following
features:
.
(1) Facility for viewing transparencies by transmitted light, in lieu of the present
system of viewing opaque prints by reflected light. It has long been known that
the former provides much finer tone gradations than the latter, thereby facilitating interpretation.
(2) Facility for projecting the stereo image onto a frosted screen (from a point behind the screen) in such a way that by changing the distance between the
projector and the screen, the scale of the projected image could be varied between wide limits. By using the polaroid principle of stereo projection, not only
monochromatic transparencies could be viewed, but color transparencies as
well.
(3) Facility for independently adjusting the light intensity from either element of the
stereo projector. Thus, if the image received by the interpreter's left eye were
less bright than that received by his right eye, he could increase the intensity
of illumination of the weaker image until both left and right eye images were
perceived with equal intensity. This would permit the photo-interpreter to
achieve the maximum stereoscopic effect. Furthermore, such a lighting arrangement would permit the interpreter to increase the light intensity through both
projectors simultaneously when he wished to perceive the maximum detail
within shadows or in otherwise underexposed portions of the transparency.
(4) Facility for viewing the projected stereo images of color transparencies through
various filters which might be placed either over the objectives of the projectors, or over the eyes of the interpreter. This would permit full exploitation of
the fact that one portion of the visible spectrum provides better tone contrast
for one group of objects while a different portion of the spectrum may be superior for a second group of objects, etc., as previously mentioned.
(5) Facility for permitting two or more interpreters to view the same stereoscopic
image simultaneously thereby enabling them to use the so-called '~conference"
system of photo-interpretation so useful in the training of photo-interpreters
and in the interpretation of certain features which require discussion by several
types of specialists.
C. PHOTO-INTERPRETATION KEYS:

The great interest that interpreters have shown recently for the development
and use of photo-interpretation keys constitutes one of the most significant
developments in the field of photo-interpretation since the 1948 World Congress.
In the United States, a special committee known as the Interservice Committee
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on Photo-Interpretation Research, Keys, and Techniques recently has devised
and tentatively adopted the provisional definitions given in Figure 4 after prolonged discussion and deliberation. The committee realizes that interpreters,
of necessity, are on the threshold of introducing a great many new terms into
the literature relative to keys. In the hope that a meaningful standard terminology may be employed in this field, the Committee is using several media, including this Report, for bringing these provisional definitions to the attention
of those who will be concerned with photo-interpretation keys. It is requested
that, prior to October 1, 1952, any comments relative to these terms be addressed
to the author, c/o U. S. aval Photographic Interpretation Center, Washington,
25, D. C. These comments will be conveyed to other members of the Committee
for consideration at the time when the Committee drafts its final recommendations.
The purpose of a photo-interpretation key is largely two-fold; (1) to serve
as an aid in training the photo-interpreter to r,ecognize c~rtain objects and conditions, and (2) to serve as a reference which the photo-interpreter may consult
periodically to refresh his memory as to the distinguishing characteristics and
general appearaI)ce of the various objects and conditions.
The importance of a photo-interpretation key in each of the above respects
becomes quite obvious when we consider that frequently, in a training period
of a few weeks, the photo-interpretation student may be expected to learn to
recognize' virtually all natural and man-made features of the Earth's surface,
and having recognized them to fit them into a pattern from which he can deduce
the nature and significance of man's activity in the area, past, present, and
future. It would be difficult to envisage a more comprehensive objective to be
achieved in so short a training period. If this objective is to be realized, or even
approximated, information given the student must be systematized and presented in as concise a manner as possible. The rapidly growing enthusiasm for
photo-interpretation keys is a logical consequence of this requirement.
A determination as to which type of organization and presentation should be
used in keying out any given group of objects or conditions usually is dependent
upon two factors: (1) the number of object- or condition-classes to be recognized;
and (2) the variability normally encountered within each object- or conditionclass.
As an example of a relatively simple group, we might consider "Dirigibles
of the World" in which there are few classes to be recognized, the necessary
recognition features of each class are few, and the variability within each class
is slight, because all "sister ships" are constructed from essentially the same
set of blueprints. Such a group lends itself ideaJly to analysis with a disc or
punch card type of key.
As a relatively complex group, we might consider "Landforms of the World"
in which there are many classes worthy of recognition, the necessary recognition
features of each class may be many (Powers, 1951), and the variability within
each class' is large, because of secondary modificatiQns effected by various
erosional and depositional forces. Furthermore, certain of the salient photo
recognition features of landforms may be partially or wholly obscured by
vegetation. Because of the complexity of this group, it may not be possible
to prepare an elimination key that will encompass all classes worthy of recognition within the group. This fact may impose the requirement for preparation
of several, if not all, of the various types of selective keys.
By way of providing some specific examples of key-types, a group will be
considered which is somewhat intermediate in complexity between the two
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FIG. 4. DEFINITIONS RELATIVE TO PHOTO-INTERPRETATION KEYS, PROPOSED
BY THE INTERSERVICE COMMITTEE ON PHOTO-INTERPRETATION
RESEARCH, KEYS, AND TECHNIQUES.
A photo interpretation key 1s reference material designed to facilitate rapid and accurate
·ldent1tlcat.ioD and determination of the slgn1:flcance of objects or conditions from the analysis

of their photo images. Ide!',lly, the key consists of tvo parts; (a) a collection of annotated
or captioned stereograms and other photos Yhich are illustrative of the objects or candi tiona
to be ident1t:ied and (b) a graphic or lIOrd description >lhich sets forth in some systemstic
, tashion the photo recogni tiOD features or those objects or cond1t10M.
Photo interpretation keys may be classified

8S

to scope, technical level, intrinsic

character, and manner of organization or presents. tiOD. Each of the following defln1tiona
1s based upon the fundamental definition ot a photo interpretation key, stated above.
1.

SCOPE OF PHaro INTERPRETATION KEYS

a. An item key 18 one concerned With the ldent1f'lcation ot an individual. object or
condition.
b. A subject key is a collection of item keys concerned >lith the principal objects
or conditions within a given subject category.

•

c. A regional key is a collection of item or subject keys concerned wi t.'l the
ident1t:ication of the principal objects or conditions characteristic of a particular region.
d. An analogous area key is a subject or regional key which has been prepared for
an accessible area and which by extrapolation may be used in the interpretation of objects
or conditiona in inaccessible areas baving similar characteristics.
2.

TECJIlIICAL LEVEL OF 'PHaro mrmPRETATION KEYS

a. A technical key is one prepared primarily for use by photo interpreters who have
had professional or technical training or experience in the subject concerned.

b. A non·technical keY is one prepared primarily for use by photo interpreters ""ho
have not had professional or technical. training or experience in the subject concerned.
3.

INTRmSIC CHARACTER OF PHaro INTERPRETATION KEYS

a. A direct key is one designed primarily for the ident1t:ication of discrete objects
or cond1tions directly discernible on photos . .
b. An associative key is one designed primarily for the deduction of information not
d1recUy discernible on photos.
4.

MANNER OF atGANIZATION at PRESENTATION OF PHaro nrn:RPRETATION KEYS

All photo interpretation keys ere based upon diagnostic features of the photo images
of' objects or conditions to be identified. Depending upon the manner in which the diagnostic
features are organized, two general types of keys are recognized: ltSelective keys" are so

arranged that the photo interpreter simply selects that example corresponding to the image he
is trying to identify. "El1.m1nation keys II are so arranged that the photo interpreter follovs
a prescribed step-by...step process that leads to the elimination of all items except the one he
is trying to identify. Where feasible ot formulation the latter type of key is considered preferable.
a. Selective

key~

(1) An essay key is one in which the objects or conditions are described in

textual form using photos only as incidental illustrations.
(2) A file key is an item key ccmJposed of one or more selected photo images,
together >lith notes concerning their interpretation, assembled by an individual interpreter,
largely for personal use.

(3) A photo index key is an item key composed of one or more selected photo images,
together vi th notes concerning their interpre'ta"t10n, 8JSsembled :for rapid reproduction and
distribution to other photo interpreters.
(4) An integrated-selective key 1s one in >lhich photo images and photo
recognition features for any individual object or condition, within a subject or regional
key, are so associated that by reference to 'the appropriate portion of the key the object
or condition concerned can be identified.

b. Elimination keys
(1) A disc key 1s one in which ~elected photo recognition features are grouped
or arranged on one or more discs so that when the recognition features are properly aligned,
all but one object or condition of the group under consideration are elimicated from view.

(2) A punch card key is one in >lhich selected photo recognition features are
arranged 1n groups on separate punch carda so that when properly selected carda are superimposed
upon a coded base J all. but one object or conditiOD of the group under cOn&ideratlon are
eliminated from vie>l.
(3) A dichotomous key is one in >lhich ths graphic or word description assumes
the form of a aeries of pairs nf contrasting characteristics >lh1ch parmit progressive elimination
all but one object or condition of the group under consideration.

cit:
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previously-mentioned extremes. Almost any regional vegetation group constitutes such a happy medium becau-se (1) the classes to be recognized are 'many,
but not innumerable, and (2) the variation within each class is' appreciable, .
but not completely random, thanks to the presence of chromosomes in the vegetation which transmit genetic characteristics from gt;neration -to generation
in accordanc'e with Mendel's laws of heredity.
.
The group selected for illustration of various kinds of keys, namely "Wild
Vegetation of the Tropical Pacific" is presented here with some reluctance because it partially duplicates material which has been published in several previous articles. However, there are no military security problems in discussing
this group, the photo recognition features of the group are well known, these
features have already beeh organized into several of the previously-mentioned
types of keys, and they have been tested on large numbers of photo-interpretation studen ts. It is believed that in these respects no oth~r group will serve our
purpose so well.
One portion of an essay key for this group appears in Figure 5. In Figures
6, 7, 8, and 9 are presented portions of integrated-selective, disc, punch card,
and dichotomous keys, respectively for this same group.
FIG. 5. PORTION OP AN ESSAY TYPE OF PHOTO-INTERPRETATION KEY.
In classifying wild vegetation of the tropic~ Pacifi~ area the photo interpreter
should first ask himself which of the possible classifications that might be made from
photographs is the most useful for the purpose intended. For example, there would be no
point in identifying every tree of a rain forest as to its exact species (assuming for the
moment that this were possible on aerial photographs) unless some use were to be made of
this detailed information. In some cases, either for civil or military purposes, it is
both possible and desirable to classify wild vegetation of the tropical Pacific on a species by species basis. For example, if the objective is to provide the .explorer or the
soldier with information as to the ease with which he could traverse various areas, it i~
desirable to ~ap such species as mangrove (indicating a brackish water swamp), sago palm
(indicating a fresh water swamp), and casuarina (indicating a firm sandy beach). In other
cases a grouping of the indicator species of vegetation into broad types. within each of
which conditions are relatively homogeneous will better serve the purpose of the user.
For example, moss forest, rain forest, swamp forest and savannah forest constitute an adequate classification of these broad types for the previously stated purpose. Finally, an
even more arbitrary system of classification may be both ~ecessary and sufficient for other
types of vegetation. For example, all wild grasses in the tropical Pacific might logically
be classified either as tall grass or short grass, regardless of species, depending upon
whether the grass is taller than a man's head thereby restricting both his visibility ahd
the ease with which he might traverse the area.
By applying each of the above considerations to wild vegetation of the tropical Pacific the following twelve majpr vegetation types are recognized: 1. Nipa Palm,. 2. Sago
Palm, 3. Mangrove, 4. Swamp Forest, 5. Rain Forest, 6. Moss Forest, 7. Savannah Forest,
8. Tall Grass, 9. Short Grass, lO.'Wild Sugar Cane, 11. Casuarina, 12. Secondary Growth.
Certain of the aforementioned ,types, namely nipa palm, sago palm, mangrove and wild
sugar cane characteristically occupy swampy sites and therefore indicate poor trafficability conditions. Two of these types (nipa and maqgrove) ordinarily are confined to
brackish water areas, while the other two normally are confined to fresh water swamps.
The nipa palm has frond-like leaves and this feature is quite helpful to the photo interpreter in distinguishing, it from mangrove. Although sago palm also has palm frond leaves,
the fact that its leaves are arranged in distinct rosettes while those of the nipa are not,
usually permits the Anterpreter to distinguish between the two, as shown in the accompanying figure.

I t is felt unnecessary to present here an illustration of either the file key or
the photo index key, because either might b~ illustrated simply by means of one
of the photographs appearing in Figure 6, together with appropriate notes
concerning its interpretation.
Based upon actual tests, it can be stated with confidence that for this
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6. Portion of an integrated-selective type of photo-interpretation key.
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INSTRUCTIONS
1. Set pointer of each of the 2 inner wheels opposite point labeled "START" on the outer
wheel.
2. Examine aerial photos and decide whether area in question is well-drained or poorlydrained. This determines· which of the 2 pointers should be rotated until it points to the pertinent
combination of photo image characteristics written on the outer wheel. The other 'pointer should
remain at the "START" position.
'
3.. When the area in question has been interpreted in terms of all pertinent features listed on
the outer wheel and the pointer has been rotated to the corresponding position, the correct vegetation type can be read through one of the windows.
FIG.

7. Portion of a disc type of photo-interpretation key (top two discs removed)
together with instructions for its use..

particular gmup: (1) elimination keys are preferable to selective keys for teaching photo-interpreters how to distinguish systematically one vegetation type
from all others, (2) selective-keys, particularly those of the integrated-selective
type, constitute· very helpful supplements to the elimination keys, (3) disc
and punch card keys, because of their space limitations, do not permit as complete
a description of each class as does the dichotomous key, (4) the dichotomous key
necessitates the interpretation of recognition features in a prescribed sequence
which in some cases is disadvantageous. Thus, as seen in Figure 9, if the inter-
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FIG. 8. Portion of a punch card type of photo-interpretation key. Top showing only the coded
base. Bottom showing the superimposition of properly-selected cards, leading to the identification
of ipa palm.

preter has difficulty in determining whether the vegetation in question is growing
in a swampy site or in a well-drained one, he may not know where next to go
in the dichotomous key. However, in the punch card type of key, for example,
he might by-pass this difficulty by basing his identification, and thereby his
card selection, only on features readily discernible from the particular photographs on which he must make his identification.
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KEY FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF WILD VEGETATION TYPES IN THE
TROPICAL PACIFIC AREA

A Plants growing in swampy or poorly drained sites' subject
to flooding.
'

SeeB

A Plants growing in well drained sites rarely or never sub·
ject to flooding.
'

SeeF

B Plants with palm frond leaves.
B Plants without palm frond leaves.

See C
SeeD

C Leaves light in tone; rarely in distinct rosettes; all plants
in clump of uniform height (about 10 ft.) ; without distinct
flower gtalks. Usually grow in compact stands along stream
banks near coast with roots submerged in brackish water.

Nipa

C Leaves dark in tone; in distinct rosettes; plants in same
clump usually of variable height (l0-30 ft.). Conspieuous
white flower stalk frequently protrudes above center of
rosette. Usually grow in rather open stands in areas sub·
ject to periodic flooding by fresh water.

Sago

D Grass of uniformly grey tone and with "velvety" texture
resembling sugar cane; usually confined to stream banks.

Wild Cane

D T""

~"i'b1'

ton, on'

""'""Jv,_}'Y~"'_-_-_C-_-R~_O-_-P~P~_E-_-o;~:~s~e..J1\-:~ r

L Dense undergrowth beneath trees; crown canopy of trees
usually of variable height with frequent small openings
where direct sunlight can strike ground. Common 011 steep
slopes, along stream banks' and at edge of clearings.
L

Very little undergrowth beneath trees; largest trees form
almost continuous crown canopy which permits little or no
direct sunlight to strike the forest floor.
FIG.

:-E-J•

-

Y

Rain Forest
with undergrowth

Rain Forest

9. Portion of a dichotomous type of photo-interpretation key.

D. TERMINOLOGY SCALES FOR DESCRIBING PHOTO IMAGE CHARACTERISTICS:

The terms used in a key for describing such photographic image characteristics as shape, tone, texture, pattern, etc., should be as precise as possible.,
With the increased emphasis on construction and use of photo-interpretation
keys, this matter assumes great importance. The inadequacy of presently-used
terminology is manifest when we consider the variety of meanings that each
of the following terms commonly used in keys may connote to different readers:
"grayish tone"; "mottled texture"; "rounded shape"; "dissected pattern";
"steep slope"; "moderately high density," etc. One solution to this difficulty
would appear to lie in the development and use by interpreters of various
"terminology scales" of the types described below:
(1) Tone Scales. Tone refers to the brilliance with which light is reflected
by an object. On conventiol).al black-and-white photography, tone is registered
in varying shades of gray. In describing the characteristic tone of certain photographic images, it is helpful to make reference to a standard "gray scale" such
as that shown in Figure 10 (Daehn, 1949).
(2) Size Scales. Size relates to the surface or volume dimensions of an object.
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FIG. 10. A "Gray Scale" useful in determining or describing the photographic tone of an
object. (Courtesy of Eastman Kodak Company.)

In estimating the size of regularly shaped objects on photography flown to
rigid scale specifications, phdto-interpreters sometimes refer to object size scales,
such as that shown in Figure 11. When using such scales to measure the crown
diameter of a tree, for example, the scale is moved back and forth over the
photo until a circle of comparable size lies alongside the image of the tree crown.
The tree crown diameter in feet is then read directly on the scale, or interpolated
in the case of intermediate sizes. The primary advantage of such a scale is the
speed with which a large number of photo measurements can be made to the
desired order of accuracy. Alternatively micrometer wedges may be used for
quickly measuring the size of objects as seen on vertical aerial photographs
(Spurr, 1948).

SCALE:

SIZE
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FIG. 11. A "Size Scale" useful in determining the size of circular, square or rectangular
objects at a specified scale. (Slightly reduced in reproduction.)

(3) Density Scales. As used by photo-interpreters, the term "density"
usually refers to the proportion of the total ground area under consideration
which is obscured in the vertical view by the objects in question (e.g. buildings,
tree crowns, waterfowl, etc.). In estimating densities, photo-interpreters have
found a density scale, such as that shown in Figure 12 to be quite helpful
(Jensen, 1945; Moessner, 1947). When comparing an area on the photograph
with such a scale, the density of the population being interpreted will be found
either to match closely that of one of the ten squares, or to be of an intermediate
value which can be interpolated.

DENSITY

SCALE

FIG. 12. A "Density Scale" useful in determining or describing the density of objects in a
given area from vertical aerial.photographs. (After Jensen, 1945.)
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FIG. 13. A "Texture Scale" of possible use to the photo-interpreter in determining or
describing the photographic texture of objects. For further explanation, see text.

(4) Texture Scales. Texture, as applied to a photographic image, relates to
the frequency of tone change within the image. Texture is produced by an ag-,
gregate of unit features too small to be clearly discerned individually on the
photograph. As the photographic scale
progressively diminishes, texture of a
given object becomes progressively
finer and eventually disappears (Figures 13 and 14). To the authors' knowledge, a texture scale analogous to the
commonly-used tone, size, and density
scales has never been devised for' use
by the interpreter. Such a scale would
seem to be of great potential value in
that, unlike tone, the texture of a
photographic image is not greatly dependent upon correctness of photographic exposure, processing and printing. In Figure 13, a crude sort of
texture scale is presented by depicting
the same groups of objects at 10 different scales. In using such a scale, the
texture of the photo image in question
might be compared with that of the
field just to the right of center in each
of these ten illustrations. Its texture
might then be designated by a number
corresponding to that of the illustration which it most closely matches. It
will be noted in Figure 13 that at the
largest scale (1/1,000) the individual
branches of the trees contribute to
texture
of the tree crown, while at the
FIG. 14. Illustration of the manner in which
a crude type of "Texture Scale" might be quickly smallest scale (1/10,000) the trees
themselves are at the threshold of
prepared from a single oblique photograph.
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contributing to the texture of the field in which the orchard has been planted.
In practice a geometric progression of photographic scales would probably be
preferable to the arithmetic progression here shown in order to provide the same
proportionate change throughout the series. Furthermore, it should be recognized that two objects or areas having the same coarseness of texture may have
somewhat different appearances because of differences in the pattern and shape
of the individual components contributing to texture. Accordingly it might be
necessary to construct several different texture scales for use by the photointerpreter.
(5) Pattern Scales. Pattern refers to the spatial arrangements of objects.
The repetition of certain general forms or n~lationships is characteristic of qlany
objects, both natural (Figure 15) and man-made, and gives them a pattern which
aids the photo-interpreter in recognizing them (Parvis, 1950).

FIG. 15. A portion of a "Pattern Scale," of possible use in determining or describing the drainage pattern exhibited in various areas as seen on vertical aerial photographs. (Courtesy of Merle
Parvis, Joint Highway Research Project, Purdue University.)

(6) Shape Scales. Shape relates to the general form, outline or configuration
of an object. Despite the extreme importance of shape in the recognition of
objects from their photographic images, little has been done to standardize
terminology relating to the shape of objects. In this instance, as in many others,
the interpreter does well to consider borrowing from the experience of workers
in other scientific fields. Upon so doing he finds that mathematicians, engineers,
biologists and others have developed a quite rigorous terminology for defining
the shapes of pbjects·.
Several of these scientific terms probably should not be employed in photointerpretation keys either because they are unnecessarily difficult to spell,
pronounce and understand when compared with corresponding terms used by
the layman, or b'ecause 'they are so rarely applicable in the field of photointerpretation. (e.g. hippocrateriform, meaning "horse-shoe-shaped"; fundibulifo.rm, meaning "funnel-shaped"; papilionaceous, meaning "butterfly-shaped";
pandurate, meaning "fiddle-shaped," etc.). However, several of the scientific
terms denoting shape exhibit a very happy combination of desirable features
from the photo-interpreter's standpoint in that (1) they are easily spelled,
pronounct:d and understood and can therefore be used in non-technical keys
as well as in technical ones, (2) they are more precise in their meaning than
corresponding terms used by the layman, in many cases being mathematically
defined, and (3) they are applicable to a great many objects which the photo-
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FIG. 16. A portion of a "Shape Scale" of possible use to the photo-interpreter in determining or describing the shapes of
objects. The accompanying photographs of tree crowns illustrate one use of these terms by the photo-interpreter. Compare with
Fig. 17 and with definitions appearing in text. (Photos courtesy U. S. Forest Service and U. S. Deparment of Defense.)
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interpreter wishes to describe. Ten such terms are defined below and are graphically presented (Figure 16) as a shape scale, or portion thereof. One possible
use of these terms by the photo-interpreter, namely that of describing the
characteristic shapes of shadows cast by various species. of trees is shown in
in describing the shapes of a host of
other objects ranging from ship hulls to
aircraft wings, from landforms to fortifications, and from macromolecules (as
interpreted on electron miscroscope
photography) to galaxies and planetary orbits (as interpreted on astronomic tel~scope photography).
Linear-more than 4 times as long as
wide, with nearly paralIel sides.
Lanceolate-about 4 times as long as
wide, and broadest below or about
the middle; lance-shaped.
Oblong-about 3 times as long as
wide, with nearly paralIel sides.
Elliptical-about 2 times as long as
wide, and having an outline like an
elIipse.
Orbiculate-less than 2 times as long
as wide, roughly circular or round
in outline.
Spatulate-gradualIy narrowed from a
rounded summit.
Ovate--having an outline like the
longitudinal section of a hen's egg,
and broadest near the base.
Obovate--inversely ovate, i.e. having
an outline like the longitudinal
section of a hen's egg, and broadest
near the apex ("Ob" is a Latin
prefix signifying inversion).
Oblanceolate-inversely lanceolate; i.e.
FIG. 17. An example of the applicability of
about 4 times as long as wide, and terms appearing in Fig. 16 to the problem of debroadest near the apex.
scribing the shapes of tree crown shadows as seen
Obcordate--inversely
cordate;
i.e. on vertical aerial photographs.
heart shaped, with the two rounded
lobes and sinus at the apex.

(7) Other Scales. In estimating the steepness of slopes, the heights of objects
or the effects of sun angle on shadow characteristics, still other scales may prove
helpful to the photo-interpreter. Scales of the above types are currently in the
process of development and the results of tests conducted to date are very promising.
E. TECHNIQUES OF PHOTO-INTERPRETATION:

The general techniques employed by photo-interpreters have been adequately.covered in a number of textbooks, including those of Eardley (1942),
Smith (1943), and Spurr (1948). Certain special techniques are described in
parts II to Vof this report and in Chapter 12 of the revised MANUAL OF PHOTOGRAMMETRY (1952). The techniques peculiar to certain types of photo-in terpretation will be covered in papers to be presented by Commission VII at the
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coming World Congress. Abstracts of several of these papers are published elsewhere in this issue.
In concluding this section on photo-interpretation equipment, materials
and methods the following points seem worthy of emphasis:
(1) The equipment, materials and methods currently in use by photointerpreters are adequate for meeting certain minimum requirements. This
is not surprising in view of the fact that the requirements to be met by the
photo-interpreter usually are formulated on the basis of a preliminary study
as to the information which he ordinarily can derive from the photos. However,
if certain improvements were made, much additional information of vall:le might
be extracted and the ease and accuracy of photo-interpretation might be greatly
increased.
(~) There is need' for improvement in such basic items of photo-interpretation equipment as stereoscopes, magnifiers, light sources and measuring devices.
(3) There is need for the development of a photographic print material which
will better preserve the inherent photographic detail, will receive pencil and ink
annotation, will permit erasures, and will resist curling or cracking of t,he emulsion when rain-soaked or otherwise abused under rugged field conditions.
(4) There is need for improved techniques that the photo-interpreter can
employ in systematically searching photography so that each area will be
thoroughly studied once, and once only.
DESIRABLE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRETER

Recently considerable thought has been given as to how the human link
III the photographic reconnaissance-interpretation chain might be improved.
An excellent article relative to this subject is tI1at of Reyna (1952). In it
the various ways for improving this link are discussed under three major headings, (1) criteria for the selection of photo-interpreters, in accordance with the
skills, aptitudes, person~lity traits and experience pertinent to the task, (2)
techniques for their training and (3) devices and viewing conditions for aiding
the interpreter in his task. Reyna recommends as a fourth area of study, the
identification of the various perceptual factors which are revealed when (1)
the photo technique is held constant and the detail varied and (2) the detail
is held constant and the photo technique varied.
A second -paper pertinent to this discussion is that of Aschenbrenner (1952)
in which it is emphasized that the interpreter must know the laws of stereoscopic
space and form distortion in order to interpret tridimensional form correctly
from stereo pictures. He points out that, because of inherent peculiarities in
organization of the' human sense of vision, a photo-interpreter cannot see an
ordinary metrogon stero pair of photos without depth exaggeration, no matter
what kind of stereoscope he may use.
One of the most encouraging recent developments in the field of photointerpretation lies in the fact that, as indicated above, the psychological and
physical factors of the interpreter are finally .coming under the careful scrutiny
of experts.
According to one listing, the major requirements of a good' photo-in terpreter
are (1) acuity of vision, (2) powers of observation and imagination, (3) patience,
(4) judgment, and (5) proper professional background. The relative importance
of these requirements depends to a large degree upon the type of photo-interpretation being performed. For example, a great deal of patience and relatively
little judgment is required of the photo-interpreter when counting the number
of cars in a parking lot, ducks in a wintering ground, or bomb craters in an
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airfield. This has led some authorities to the generalization that the ideal photointerpreter might be a person who likes to crochet or k.nit or operate a calculating machine, since patience, and little else, is required to.do such repetitive jobs.
However, for many other types of photo-interpretation far more than patience
is required. For example, the proper professional background is of great importance to a photo-interpreter when attempting to extract information from
the photos relative to problems in. geology, forestry, engineering or warfare.
Withou~ such a background the interpreter may fail to interpret some features
in their proper significance and may completely overlook other features having
great importance.
In still other types of photo-interpretation judgment may be a prime requisite. This is especially true of problems requiring stratification of areas seen on
the photographs into homogeneous units, as exemplified by Figure 1 in Bradshaw's section of this Report. As indicated by the caption beneath this figure,
the interpreter who wishes to draw stratification boundaries must simultaneously judge the degree of homogeneity throughout the area photographed as re. gards at least five variables, realizing that a significant change in anyone of
the variables may require the drawing of additional stratification boundaries.
Because changes in these variables often take place gradually, the interpreter
frequently must decide where, within a rather broad transition zone, a change
becomes significant. In addition, he must simultaneously keep in mind the concept that, when drawing any particular boundary, he must not subdivide the
land into areas smaller than a specified minimum. This latter requirement
necessitates still further judgment on the part of the interpreter in weighing the
relative significance of various changes which he discerns in the five variables.
With the increased emphasis currently being placed on photo-interpretation
as a means of stratifying soil, plant life, animal life, and cultural features, judgment emerges as one of the prime· requirements of the interpreter. In this connection, it may be that he recently has been done an injustice by certain of his
critics; e.g., there are those who recognize that there are only two types of photointerpretation-qualitative and quantitative. From this startling discovery,
they hasten to the conclusions that (1) qualitative aspects of photo-interpretation
merely entail leafing through existing photo-interpretation keys or other
reference materials until an annotated example is found which matches the
photo image in question, and (2) quantitative aspects are so simple and straightforward that any high school student of average mathematical ability should
experience no difficulty with them. While such an analysis may be valid for
certain routine kinds of photo-interpretation, it overlooks completely the techniques required for certain other very important kinds, of which the aforementioned stratification problems constitute merely one example. As further
examples it might be stated that, to the author's knowledge, there is neither
a ready reference manual nor a suitable photogrammetric technique for answering the following representative questions which he has been asked while serving either as a military or civil photo-interpreter: (1) Has the enemy evacuated
island "X"?; (2) Where, along this shoreline, is the best place to land four
infantry divisions abreast?; (3) How many people were killed at Hiroshima,
based on these photos taken shortly after the atomic explosion?; (4) Where is
the best place to locate our fire line so as to stop that forest fire?; (5) Where,
within a radius of SO miles of point "Y," is the most suitable site for development of a recreational area which will accommodate 100 boys? In answering
such questions all the previously-listed major requirements of a good interpreter must be 'brought to bear,-the critics notwiths~anding.
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In view of the seeming ignorance as to the psychological and physical requirements of a good photo-interpreter, it is believed that further study along
the lines pursued by Reyna (1952) and Aschenbrenner (1952) would be extremely
desirable and potentially very fruitful.
There is one more field which is believed to be worthy of additional study,
but which seemingly does not merit a heading of its own in such a brief general
survey. This might be termed "The Presentation and Dissemination of PhotoInterpretation Data." Among the more common m-edia used are annotated
mosaics, vectographs, anaglyphs, tri-vision prints, charts, three-dimensional
models, tables, graphs, and keys. Each is quite useful in certain respects. However, the lack of standardization in methods of presentation and dissemination
of photo-interpretation data indicates that no definitive research on this highly
important problem has been conducted to date.
SUMMARY

In summanZIng Part I of this Commission VII report, the following four
points seem worthy of emphasis:
1. In order that the maximum amount of information may be extracted
from aerial photographs, each link in the photo reconnaissance-interpretation
chain should be matched to the other links.
2. It is misleading to infer from the chain analogy that only by strengthening
the weakest link can the photo reconnaissance-interpretation chain be strengthened. For example, some authorities consider the photo-interpreter to be the
weakest link and therefore see no point in striv;ing for better cameras, films,
filters, stereoscopes, etc., until the caliber of the interpreter is vastly improved.
But a poor interpreter profits perhaps even more than a good one from improved
image quality. Therefore, we should try to effect improvement in all links in
the chain concurrently, while placing greatest ~mphasis on improvement of the
weakest links.
3. As the photo-interpreter encounters new problems he should ask himself
"Is this a problem entirely peculiar to the field of photo-interpretation or is
it simply a new manifestation of a problem which has been previously dealt
with in related sciences?" With surprising frequency he will find the latter to
be the case and can profit accordingly. Thus, by borrowing from the centuries
old experience of plant and animal taxonomists, he may avoid many pitfalls
in the construction of keys; by borrowing from the precise terminology of the
mathematician or engineer, he may avoid the confusion which would result
by introduction of his own jargon for describing shapes, patterns, and other
characteristics of photograph images; by borrowing from the search techniques
used by microscopists when they are studying slide specimens, he may learn
improved methods for the s.ystematic search of a photograph; and by borrowing
from the experience of oculists, doctors of medicine, and psychologists, he may
gain for the first time an accurate insight into the physical and mental characteristics which are so critical in the making of a good interpreter. Such massborrowing of information is not a shameful practice, but an intelligent one.
Furthermore, the photo-interpreter can find consolation in the fact that for
each bit of information he borrows, he offers repayment a hundred fold to those
many fields which are finding photo-interpretation to be the most reliable and
economical source of much of the information which they so vitally need.
4. Finally, by way of tempering the foregoing optimistic discussion, a cautious note should, perhaps, be sounded. Recently the enthusiasm for photointerpretation has gone considerably out of bounds in certain instances. Those
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having little or no previous experience at working with aerial photographs have
been ied to expect too much information to come directly from the photographs,
rather than from ground study or from other sources. In addition, some of these
men have known too little of how to extract from the photographs such information as is available. Their high hopes and initial failures in the use of aerial
photographs have in some cases resulted in such bitter disillusionment that they
have abandoned further consideration of aerial photography as a useful tool.
To avoid recurrence of this misfortune, a clear understanding is needed of
both the advantages and limitations of photo-interpretation; an understanding
also is needed of possible ways for overcoming some of the limitations by means
such as have just been discussed. With the sound judgment that comes from
such an understanding, photographic interpretation can look forward at midcentury to an ever-broadening horizon.
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PART II: SUMMARY OF WORLD PROGRESS IN PHOTOINTERPRETATION IN NATURAL RESOURCE
INVENTORIES
K. E. Bradshaw, U. S. Forest Service, Berkeley, California
INTRODUCTION

T

HE trend towards fuller and more adequate utilization of aerial photos
is as apparent in the field of natural resource inventories, as in the many
other divefse activities, such as engineering and science and warfare. The wide
adaptation of techniques of photogrammetry and photo-interpretation to inventorying is a relatively recent story in the history of use of aerial photographs.
This is partially due to the fact that inventories require extensive photo coverage. In many parts of the world, the bulk of the coverage that we now have
was obtained during the past twenty years or so. Then too, the inherent reluctance to change established inventorying procedures, and the inadequacy of
research efforts designed to develop and improve techniques and procedures,
has been a deterrent to the adoption of aerial inventories.
The startling advances made in photography and photogrammetry during
and following World War II have opened new doors to those responsible for
measuring and analyzing natural resources. Great advancements have been
made already, and only the most visionary of those who work with photos
dare to speculate on what the future may bring. The age of photography is
old, in terms of decades, but it is stilI young in terms of potentialities. Photogrammetrists and interpreters of today are in the midst of an excitingly fastmoving activity. It is wide open for opportunities in research, and moreover
is so practical and so needed that often the demands for its services are far in
advance of its ability to fulfill them.
In considering only the field of natural resource inventories, we can see the
huge demand for inventories which has been created on a world-wide basis by
the economics and politics of the post-war period. This generation no longer
thinks in terms of provinces, or countries, as it might have before. International
cooperation and unification has brought us to the point of thinking of continental and world populations, and exchanges of resources necessary to support
those populations.

